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The Heritage of This Trail:
Place-Based Public History’s Enhancement
of the Wasson Way Project

The Big Idea:

The Wasson Way Project has not yet taken advantage of the opportunity to use
the trail as a rich educational and cultural corridor. In particular, history and wayfinding enhancements will help users to connect to Wasson Way as a specific
place traversing diverse urban terrain. By telling users where they are and who
and what shares or has shared this space, Wasson Way can generate a sense
of connection to place not found in an uninterpreted transit pathway. Inevitably
users will ask where they are and why this place matters. The trail can provide
the answers to these questions through a three-part program of way-finding
signage designed by residents of neighborhoods surrounding the trail.

Creating Public history within the urban landscape
can use the forms of the cultural landscape itself, as
well as words and images, to harness the power of
places to connect the present to the past.
~ Dolores Hayden, The Power of Place: Urban
Landscapes as Public History

Where am I?
The first signage type would be simple wayfinding arches letting users know which
neighborhood they are in.

What or Who Else is Here?

Evanston

The second signage type would help users connect
with resources nearby and tell them about this place in
the present.

Norwood

Arches like this could be used to announce the name of each neighborhood as trail users crossed over neighborhood
boundaries. A larger arch would be used in the case of light rail and a smaller arch would be used over a bike and pedestrian
path.

http://www.peninsuladailynews.com/apps/pbcs.
dll/article?AID=2011302039987

What or Who Else Has Been Here?

http://www.artscan.ie/products003.htm

The third signage type would tell users about this place in
the past. These would include histories of the neighborhood
or specific institutions or events within it.

Simple directional signage can encourage trail users to interface with the surrounding neighborhoods, giving directions to shopping, dining, historical sites, and
restrooms.

Who Decides What Matters Here?
All community stakeholders need to feel included in the process of
deciding what parts of their neighborhood matter and are relevant
to the wider public. Through a workshop process similar to
Cincinnati’s Neighborhood History Project in the 1980s, all
interested stake holders can be drawn into the process.

http://www.fs.usda.gov/activity/hoosier/recreation/outdoorlearning/?recid=
41466&actid=119

http://www.americantrails.org/photoGalleries/cool/38-interpretive-trail-signdisplay.html

http://parkviewdc.com/2011/09/

This sample signage illustrates numerous types of outdoor signage. These are in Hoosier National Forest, Philadelphia, and Park View, D.C.

What Forms Could It Take?
http://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/elrich/photo.html

Just as all community stake holders must be included in the process of
generating their community history, they must also be involved in the
signage design process to give community members a sense of
ownership over the representations of their neighborhood. Though
some aspects of signage design will need to be standardized, elements
must be flexible to meet the needs of the neighborhood. Trail
enhancements could also take the form of public art.

http://www.tomwujec.com/?page_id=796

Neighborhood workshops can generate community histories as well as lists of current local attractions and notable sites.

What Might it Look Like?
Below is a sample of some of the historic sites
that could be highlighted in a heritage trail
program through signage or public art.

The Avondale Athletic Club
Allison North School,
Norwood

Norwood Park Station

The Cincinnati
Observatory
The Mariemont Inn

Frisch’s Mainliner,
Fairfax

Rail Service
at Fairfax

The Evanston School

Withrow High School

Hyde Park Square

Lunken Airfield

Native American Mound,
Mariemont

